
What Science looks like in EYFS 

The early years curriculum is spread across 7 areas of learning as opposed to subject areas. 

The most relevant EYFS outcomes for Science are taken from the area of learning 

‘Understanding of the world’.  

 

 

 

Particular focuses in our school linked with Science: 

 In Reception we look at the seasons and the weather throughout the whole year. We have a seasons 
and weather board in class which we update each day.  

 Autumn nature hunt- looking for signs of Autumn outdoors. (Autumn 1) 

 Naming the different planets and learning about space and how people get there. (Autumn 2) 

 Ice investigation- We look at ice and how it melts when we get ice outside. (Autumn 2/Spring 1). 

 Focus on recycling- making things using recycled materials and sorting out rubbish into what can be 
recycled and what can’t. (Spring 1) 

 Looking after chicks and watching them hatch- learning about the life cycle of a chicken. (Spring 2) 

 Trip to the farm. Looking at farm animals and their young and naming them. Looking at how to look 
after them. (Spring 2) 

 Growing our own broad beans linked to Jack and the beanstalk in fairy tale topic. Discussing what our 
plants needs to grow and simple parts of our plant. (Summer 1) 

 Investigating floating and sinking during our under the sea topic (Summer 2). 

 Looking at magnets and understanding which objects are magnetic and which are non-magnetic- linked 
to our under the sea topic and pirates. (Summer 2). 

 Learning about different under the sea animals and making fact booklet of some of them. Sorting land 
animals and sea animals (Summer 2) 

Early Learning Goals(ELG) (where children need to be by end of the year) relating to Science 

ELG The Natural World   
Children at the expected level of development will:  
- Explore the natural world around them, making observations and drawing pictures of 
animals and plants.  
- Know some similarities and differences between the natural world around them and 
contrasting environments, drawing on their experiences and what has been read in class. 
- Understand the effect of the changing seasons on the natural world around them. 

Key Science-specific vocabulary expected in EYFS 

Plants                                seasons                            sea animal                             sink                        ice 
Animals                             change                             land animal                           magnetic              melt 
Spring                                leaves                              farm animal                           young 
Summer                            stem                                 recycling                                life cycle 
Autumn                             flower                              weather                                 space 
Winter                               growing                           float                                        planets 



 


